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ABSTRACT
Fundus autofluorescence (FAF) provides detailed insight into the health of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). This is highly
valuable in age-relatedmacular degeneration (AMD) as RPE damage is a hallmark of the disease. The purpose of this paper is
to critically appraise current clinical descriptions regarding the appearance of AMDusing FAF and to integrate these findings
into a chair-side reference. Awide variety of FAF patterns have been described in AMD, which is consistent with the clinical
heterogeneity of the disease. In particular, FAF imaging in early to intermediate AMD has the capacity to reveal RPE al-
terations in areas that appear normal on funduscopy, which aids in the stratification of cases and may have visually sig-
nificant prognostic implications. It can assist in differential diagnoses and also represents a reliable, sensitive method for
distinguishing reticular pseudodrusen. FAF is especially valuable in the detection, evaluation, andmonitoring of geographic
atrophy and has been used as an endpoint in clinical trials. In neovascular AMD, FAF reveals distinct patterns of classic
choroidal neovascularization noninvasively and may be especially useful for determining which eyes are likely to benefit
from therapeutic intervention. FAF represents a rapid, effective, noninvasive imaging method that has been underutilized,
and incorporation into the routine assessment of AMD cases should be considered. However, the practicing clinician
should also be aware of the limitations of themodality, such as in the detection of foveal involvement and in the distinction
of phenotypes (hypo-autofluorescent drusen from small areas of geographic atrophy).
(Optom Vis Sci 2017;94:246Y259)
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Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a degenerative
ocular condition and a leading cause of blindness and
visual impairment worldwide with an estimated global

prevalence of 8.69%.1 The condition is phenotypically heteroge-
neous, and experience has highlighted difficulties in distinguishing
clinical signs typical of AMD (such as drusen) from other etiologies

or normal changes of the retina.2 This is problematic as the accurate
detection and classification of AMD cases is fundamental to optimal
patient care, and failure to do this represents a burden to the patient
and to the health care system.

The last two decades have seen the advent of multiple imaging
technologies, which allow for a variety of approaches to investi-
gating macular health and disease. These new imaging modalities
have been rapidly adopted by eye-care professionals in general
practice and may be more precise than traditional methods at
detecting morphological changes in early disease. One such mo-
dality, fundus autofluorescence imaging, can noninvasively pro-
vide detailed insights into the health of the retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE).3 This is highly valuable in AMD as RPE
damage is a hallmark of the disease.

The heterogeneity of AMD also means that the detection rate of
early disease and the accuracy of diagnosis and staging using ad-
vanced imaging are likely to depend on the experience and
knowledge of the examiner.4 Consequently, the purpose of this
article is to collate and synthesize current descriptions relating to
the appearance of AMD using fundus autofluorescence imaging.
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A systematic literature review was conducted, the information
applied to clinical cases, and findings integrated into a chair-side
reference chart.

METHODS

Literature Review

A systematic literature review was performed by searching
the National Institutes of Health’s PubMed database using the
following combination of keywords and their relevant truncations
and abbreviations: age-related macular degeneration, age-related
maculopathy, and autofluorescence. Ten articles were identified
through the bibliographies of clinical guidelines on AMD5Y8 available
in the public domain. Exclusion criteria were predetermined using
a specific subject focus: qualitative evaluation of normal and abnor-
mal fundus autofluorescence findings in vivo in AMD and related
conditions. Derivatives of the techniques (such as quantitative
fundus autofluorescence and near-infrared fundus autofluores-
cence) were excluded. Data extraction was facilitated by coding
using NVivo qualitative data analysis software (QSR International
Pty Ltd. version 10, 2014).

Sixty-four articles published between 2005 and 2014 were
included in the final review. Non-English articles were not spe-
cifically excluded. However, a translated full text was not always
accessible so the abstract only was considered. The appraised ar-
ticles were predominantly retrospective, cross-sectional, observa-
tional studies. Fourteen studies (22%)9Y22 were prospectively
designed, five (8%)9,13,17,23,24 were longitudinal or natural history
studies, whereas two articles (3%)20,25 enrolled a control group.

Technical Principles of Fundus
Autofluorescence Imaging

The fundus autofluorescence signal derives predominantly
from lipofuscin granules in the RPE. The fluorophore that spe-
cifically causes fundus autofluorescence found in lipofuscin is N-
retinylidene-N-retinylethanolamine (A2E), which accumulates as
a by-product of incomplete degradation of photoreceptor outer
segments in the RPE.3 Excessive accumulation of lipofuscin is
recognized as a common pathogenetic pathway in various retinal
diseases (including AMD) that precedes photoreceptor degener-
ation. Lipofuscin granules may also accumulate with age.26 Al-
ternative locations for fundus autofluorescence such as in the outer
retina,27,28 photoreceptor outer segment,10 and subretinal space28

and sources of fundus autofluorescence such as macrophages in the
new vessel complex,10 choroidal components,27 and the sclera
have been suggested, but the exact nature and relative contribu-
tions of fundus fluorophores have not been fully characterized.4,12

Consequently, fundus autofluorescence imaging provides infor-
mation different to that gained from other modalities (such as
color fundus photography or fluorescein angiography)9,22,23,27

and has previously been shown to be underutilized.27,29

Most commonly, fundus autofluorescence images can be
obtained clinically using a confocal scanning laser ophthalmo-
scope and blue light excitation (wavelength of 488 nm, delivered
using an argon blue or optically pumped solid-state laser).
Emission is recorded in vivo using a barrier filter between 500 and
700 nm with a detection efficiency of 85% (Spectralis Heidelberg

Retina Angiograph HRA classic or HRA 2; Heidelberg Engi-
neering, Heidelberg, Germany).3 Alternatively, clinical fundus
autofluorescence images may be obtained relatively inexpensive-
ly30 using a fundus camera and standardized filters described by
Spaide31 providing excitation in the green spectrum (500Y610
nm). In that case, emission is recorded in the yellow-orange
spectrum (675Y715 nm). Optomap ultra-widefield imaging
(Optos, Dunfermline, Scotland, UK) is a third example of fundus
autofluorescence imaging that uses a green excitatory beam of
532 nm and emission wavelengths between 540 and 800 nm.32

Forty-nine of sixty-four (75%) articles included in this review
used the HRA classic or HRA2 as the primary method for the ac-
quisition of images; 10/64 (16%) applied a modified fundus camera
including one article30 that utilized both methods. Two studies
(3%)20,33 used Optomap whereas one article34 used the F-10
confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (Nidek Co., Gamagory,
Japan). Three articles failed to specify the instrument used. Con-
sequently, blue light autofluorescence (compared to green light)
using confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy represents the more
well-established method of fundus autofluorescence imaging and
has been used in quintessential classification schemes.22,27,29

The final output of fundus autofluorescence imaging appears as
an en face image of naturally or pathologically occurring
fluorophores, which allows the user to visualize the spatial dis-
tribution and intensity of autofluorescence across the fundus.
Images may be acquired efficiently in a clinical setting, though
typically necessitates pupillary dilation (with the exception of
Optomap). The field of view captured in fundus autofluorescence
images may vary between 30 and 200 degrees depending on the
specific instrument employed. At present, clinical evaluation of
case images is primarily performed qualitatively and may require
post-acquisition adjustments in brightness and contrast.15

Case Images

A retrospective review of noteworthy cases that presented be-
tween 2010 and 2015 to the Centre for Eye Health (CFEH)
Sydney, Australia was also performed to identify representative
cases. All patient records and images were independently reviewed
by at least two experienced clinicians in concordance with CFEH’s
diagnostic protocols. Illustrative cases were chosen based on the
consistency of the fundus autofluorescence image to previous
descriptions in the literature. Fundus autofluorescence images were
acquired as part of a standardized testing protocol using the
Spectralis HRA 2 (5 Km/pixel lateral digital resolution, 768� 768
pixels minimum image size, 30- field of view) or Optomap 200Tx
(14 Km/pixel resolution, 3000� 3000 pixels image size, 200- field
of view). HRA2 images were acquired in high-resolution mode,
centered on the macula, and the automatic real time or mean image
feature was also applied on multiple frames to generate a single
image of amplified signal and reduced noise.26,35

Final images were all reviewed by an ophthalmologist with a
medical retina subspecialty (NA). Staging of AMD was determined
using the Beckman Initiative for Macular Research Classification
scheme.36 Finally, a chair-side reference chart was devised. Patient
written consent was obtained in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and approved by the Biomedical Human Research Ethics
Advisory Panel of the University of New South Wales, Australia.
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RESULTS

Fundus Autofluorescence Imaging in Normal Eyes

The normal fundus exhibits diffuse, homogenous autofluores-
cence with large retinal blood vessels and the optic disc appearing as
shadows of lower signal (Fig. 1AYD).12,22,27,37 The central macula
typically shows a gradual reduction in fundus autofluorescence
approaching the fovea,27,30 which relates to the absorption of short
wavelength light by macular pigment (primarily lutein and zeaxanthin
located in the neurosensory retina).25,27,35,38,39 A similar decline in
fundus autofluorescence occurs toward the mid-peripheral fundus.12

Choroidal vessels should only be visible in the complete absence of the
RPE (geographic atrophy12) or with use of a longer excitation
wavelength (green light, owing to greater depth of penetration).30

Wide-field fundus autofluorescence imaging carries the potential
to detect more widespread disease than narrower fields,27 and the
peripheral fundus should appear as a homogeneous background.20,33

Although eyes with neovascular AMD have a significantly higher
frequency of peripheral abnormalities compared with non-neovascular
AMD or normal eyes,20,33 the prognostic implications of pe-
ripheral abnormalities visualized using ultra-widefield fundus
autofluorescence imaging in AMD are unknown.20,33

Fundus Autofluorescence Imaging of Early to
Intermediate AMD

The Beckman initiative for macular research classification
committee36 described three stages of AMD: early, intermediate,
and late (advanced). Using that scheme, cases presenting with
small drusen (drupelets, G63 Km in size) only are classified as
having normal aging changes. Medium drusen (Q63 to G125Km)
are classified as early AMD, whereas large drusen (Q125 Km)
or pigmentary abnormalities associated with at least medium drusen

FIGURE 1.
Imaging results from a 43-year-old Caucasian female with a normal macula. Note that the normal fundus displays diffuse, homogenous autofluo-
rescence with large retinal blood vessels and the optic disc appearing as shadows of hypo-autofluorescence. The central macula shows a gradual
reduction in autofluorescence approaching the fovea, due to macular pigment. A, Optomap composite ultra-widefield image representing approximately
200 degrees of the fundus. B, Corresponding ultra-widefield fundus autofluorescence (FAF) image showing the potential of this device to detect more
widespread disease than narrower fields. C, Retinal photograph cropped to size. D, FAF image obtained using the Heidelberg Retinal Angiograph 2 with a
30-degree field of view, which was the primary method of image acquisition in 49/64 articles included in this review. UWFI, ultra-widefield image; FAF,
fundus autofluorescence; CFP, color fundus photograph.
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indicate intermediate AMD. These signs may also occur in late stage
disease, and their identification is important for assessing the in-
dividual’s risk of progression to late AMD. The following sub-
sections will describe the optical basis of fundus autofluorescence
changes in signs of early to intermediate AMD: drusen, pigmentary
changes, and reticular pseudodrusen.

Drusen

Drusen exhibit normal, hyper-, or hypo-autofluorescent

patterns on fundus autofluorescence imaging.27,28 This likely

reflects the variable composition and size of drusen (and related

fluorophores), and to their non-uniform effect on overlying

RPE and photoreceptors.27,28 Consequently, the fundus auto-

fluorescence status of drusen may reflect the wellbeing of

overlying photoreceptors.28 Small and medium-sized drusen are

especially likely to display a variable fundus autofluorescence
effect,4,13,25,27,40 and may often present unnoticed (Fig. 2AYD,
2G, H).28 Such changes likely relate to difficulties in imaging
smaller lesions or changes in the drusen as they enlarge.4

Large (especially soft) drusen typically display pronounced, rel-
atively well-defined hyper-autofluorescence (Fig. 2E, F).4,13,25,27,39,40

FIGURE 2.
The appearance of drusen subtypes using fundus autofluorescence. All images are presented in pairs. AYB, Drupelets (small drusen) and (CYD) medium-
sized drusen causing a negligible effect on the fundus autofluorescence image. EYF, Large, soft indistinct drusen, which appear as well-defined patches of
hyper-autofluorescence. GYH, Drusen varying in size from small to large, showing their variable effects. IYJ, Reticular pseudodrusen, appearing as multiple,
clustered, regularly networked, round areas of low-contrast hypo-autofluorescence. Abbreviations as in Fig. 1.
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Drusenoid pigment epithelial detachment displays a patchy pattern
of hyper- and hypo-autofluorescence.39 These alterations relate to
the presence of fluorescent material within the drusen itself or to the
accumulation of lipofuscin in RPE overlying the drusen.4,25 Con-
versely, spots of reduced fundus autofluorescence may represent
regressed drusen21 or reduced phagocytosis (and lipofuscin) in
degenerating RPE, preceding geographic atrophy.12

Pigmentary Changes

Hyperpigmentary changes in AMD typically appear as focal,
linear (Fig. 3B), and/or lace-like increases in fundus autofluo-
rescence intensity4,13,27,29 and never display reticular, focal
plaque-like, or normal fundus autofluorescence patterns.40 The
alterations have been attributed to melanolipofuscin.4,40 How-
ever, the deposition of melanolipofuscin may be non-uniform and
consequently, hyperpigmentary changes in AMD that demon-
strate relatively low levels of increased fundus autofluorescence
likely comprise melanin only.4

Hypopigmentary changes in AMD commonly correlate with de-
creased fundus autofluorescence due to an absence or degeneration of
RPE and associated reductions in lipofuscin content.13,27 Conversely,
hyper-autofluorescence in the presence of hypopigmentation on
fundus photography may relate to an unmasking of normal lipofuscin
levels in hypopigmented areas.4

Reticular Pseudodrusen

Fundus autofluorescence imaging has shown a high sensitivity
(at least 86.5%24,41) for the detection of reticular pseudodrusen,
also termed reticular fundus autofluorescence patterns. Fundus
autofluorescence imaging of AMD patients should be carefully
inspected for reticular pseudodrusen (especially in the superior
outer macula and superotemporal to the macula16,27,42Y44) as the
reticular pseudodrusen phenotype in early or intermediate AMD
significantly increases the risk of progression.24,33,43,44 Accord-
ingly, their presence should alert the eye-care professional to conduct
more regular follow-up.45 Reticular fundus autofluorescence pat-
terns typically co-localize with a reticular pattern of small, yellow-
white, round, or oval lesions using funduscopy and/or color fundus
photography (most apparent in red-free or blue light).14,43,46

Reticular pseudodrusen appear as multiple, clustered, small
(between 50 and 400 Km diameter, often G200 Km), regularly
networked, homogeneous, round, or oval areas of low-contrast
hypo-autofluorescence surrounded by normal fundus autofluo-
rescence (Fig. 2I, J).4,13,16,24,27,43 Although the exact reasons for
reticular pseudodrusen hypo-autofluorescence are unknown, it
may relate to a subretinal location of the deposits that blocks
reflectivity of lipofuscin in the RPE.41,43 Reticular pseudodrusen
never appear to involve the central zone using fundus autofluo-
rescence imaging42 due to blocking of the excitation light by
macular pigment.41,42

Careful evaluation of individual lesions may show a target
appearance (iso-autofluorescent core and surrounding hypo-
autofluorescent halo).14 The iso-autofluorescent core of reticular
pseudodrusen suggests central lipofuscin deposition or may relate
to increased signal or transmission through the subretinal material
indicating variations in drusen type/formation.14 Alternatively,

visualization of the core may only be present if the confocal
scanning laser ophthalmoscope image is focused on the centre of
the drusen base.14 An uncommon, hyper-autofluorescent variant
type of subretinal drusenoid deposits with similar characteristics
to reticular pseudodrusen has also been described and is speculated
to represent small foci of vitelliform material or a transient form
of reticular pseudodrusen.46

Fundus autofluorescence imaging of reticular pseudodrusen
using confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy has shown a high
sensitivity and exceptional inter- and intra-observer agreement.16,24,41,45

This modality also displays specificity scores between 92%24 and
95%.41 However, subtle reticular fundus autofluorescence patterns
may be difficult to differentiate from other AMD phenotypes when
using this imaging modality alone.41,44,45 Consequently, confir-
mation of the phenotype may be best determined using an in-
strument with higher specificity, such as optical coherence
tomography (OCT) or red-free images.4,24

Stratification of Early to Intermediate AMD
Phenotypes Using Fundus Autofluorescence

In early AMD, fundus autofluorescence imaging has the ca-
pacity to reveal alterations in areas that appear normal on
funduscopy.13,27,37,40,47 In eyes with intermediate AMD, the
predominant finding is spots (punctate changes) of increased
fundus autofluorescence (87.9%).12 Spots of reduced fundus
autofluorescence (26.7%) and lines of increased fundus autoflu-
orescence (19.8%) may also be observed.12

The International Fundus Autofluorescence Classification
Group (IFAG)27 described a classification scheme for a range of
distinct fundus autofluorescence patterns associated with early and
intermediate AMD including: normal, minimal change, focal in-
creased, patchy, linear, lace-like, reticular, or speckled. Their scheme
showed relatively high intra- and inter-observer agreement and
prognostic implications were suggested. Other descriptions that
have been reported include focal confluent,37 focal plaque-like,13

and scattered.37 The prevalence of each phenotype seems to vary
between studies17,28,40 and may depend on the characteristics of
the patient cohort.

Fundus autofluorescence is proposed to be highly sensitive for
the detection of neovascular conversion.13,17,40 Cachulo et al.13

report fundus autofluorescence and retinal leakage analysis as the
most sensitive for conversion compared to other techniques (color
fundus photography, fluorescein and indocyanine green angiog-
raphy, and Stratus OCT). Fundus autofluorescence imaging
showed a sensitivity of 93%, specificity of 37%, positive predictive
value of 57%, and negative predictive value of 93%. The same
authors used the IFAG scheme to stratify at-risk eyes with AMD
and showed that having fundus autofluorescence abnormalities at
baseline increased the incidence of conversion to neovascular
AMD. However, no particular baseline fundus autofluorescence
pattern correlated with conversion.13,17

In contrast, Batioglu et al.40 classified a cohort of early and
intermediate AMD cases (featuring drusen and pigmentary changes)
based on the predominant IFAG pattern and found a significantly
higher frequency of choroidal neovascularization development in
eyes with the patchy, linear, and reticular patterns (Fig. 3AYC).40

Hence, various patterns of fundus autofluorescence abnormalities
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FIGURE 3.
Page one of a chair-side reference chart designed to aid in the differential diagnosis of AMD phenotypes using fundus autofluorescence (FAF) imaging.
Conclusions regarding the prognostic utility of FAF imaging in intermediate AMD are still equivocal, and this should be considered as a limitation of this
clinical chart. The phenotypes in intermediate AMD pictured may be associated with a higher risk of conversion to choroidal neovascularization. Further
details are described under section 4. Stratification of early to intermediate AMD phenotypes using FAF. CFP, color fundus photograph; FAF, fundus
autofluorescence.
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FIGURE 4.
Second page of the chair-side reference showing different presentations of advanced AMD and the corresponding, typical appearance using fundus
autofluorescence (FAF) imaging. Abbreviations as in Fig. 3.
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can be observed in early and intermediate AMD, reflecting different
stages and phenotypes that may hold prognostic value.37,40,48,49

Fundus Autofluorescence Imaging of Late AMD

Late AMD is defined as neovascular AMD and/or geographic
atrophy.36 The RPE changes that define advanced states of AMD
and disease progression are readily detectable using fundus au-
tofluorescence imaging.12

Geographic Atrophy

The appearance of geographic atrophy was the subject of most
articles regarding fundus autofluorescence imaging and AMD.
Geographic atrophy appears as a well-demarcated region (unifocal
or unilobular) or regions (multifocal or multilobular) of marked
hypo-autofluorescence from an absence of the RPE (which con-
tains the lipofuscin fluorophore).4,12,18,22,23,26,35,38Y40,44 Geo-
graphic atrophy has a predilection for the central or parafoveal
macula and may extend to involve areas of peripapillary atrophy.19

More typically, several patches in the parafovea may combine
causing a ‘‘horse-shoe’’ or ring-type configuration.38 Consequently,
areas of geographic atrophy may feature internal ‘‘spared’’ regions of
retinal tissue35; new lobules may display a relatively lower intensity of
hypo-autofluorescence, appearing more gray than black (Fig. 4A).44

Measurements of lesion size on fundus autofluorescence im-
aging show high inter-grader reproducibility15,26,35 due to the abrupt,
high-contrast transition at lesion edges from hypo-autofluorescence to
normal background fundus autofluorescence .11,18,19,50 Fundus au-
tofluorescence also better detects more discrete (especially small) areas
of geographic atrophy in comparison to other modalities.35,44 Hence,
fundus autofluorescence imaging is especially valuable for clinical
cases of geographic atrophy undergoing surveillance18,22,35,38,50 and
as an endpoint in clinical trials.15,51

Foveal Involvement of Geographic Atrophy

The degree of foveal involvement or sparing of atrophic areas
may also be graded using fundus autofluorescence imaging.15,22

However, Sayegh et al.15 reported relatively low inter-individual
grader agreement (48/81 eyes; 59.3%) using a four-point scale.
Such evaluations are likely to be hampered by the symmetrical,
hypo-autofluorescent pattern at the fovea that occurs in normal
eyes, which may appear irregularly reduced in cases of parafoveal
geographic atrophy with foveal sparing.18,38,52 Sensitivity and
specificity values relating to the detection of foveal involvement
using fundus autofluorescence imaging were 72 to 93% and 59 to
88%, lower than color fundus photography (sensitivity: 86Y97%,
specificity: 74Y76%).35 Consequently, screening for decreased
fundus autofluorescence in the central fovea as a surrogate indi-
cator for geographic atrophy may be difficult without comple-
mentary examination using another modality (such as infrared
imaging; Fig. 4AYC).15

Patterns of Fundus Autofluorescence in the
Junctional Zone Surrounding Geographic Atrophy

Hyper-autofluorescence surrounding geographic atrophy has
also been observed in 32.5%12 to 85%11 of eyes, and varies in

appearance from small, isolated spots to large irregularly shaped
areas.23 These changes may be detected using either blue or green
light excitation.18 The Fundus Autofluorescence in Age-related
Macular Degeneration Group (FAM Study Group)22 characterized
such abnormalities in the junctional zone of geographic atrophy areas,
using four categories: (1) focal increased, (2) banded, (3) patchy, and
(4) diffuse. Diffuse describes autofluorescence patterns that extend
beyond the margins of the geographic atrophy and includes reticular,
branching, fine granular, and fine granular with peripheral punctate
spots subtypes. Similar junctional patterns have been described in
other studies.9,11,18,22,23,26,52Y54 They may exceed a 30 � 30 degree
image frame and necessitate good image quality with even illumi-
nation and high signal-to-noise ratio for accurate identification.9,18,23

Speculated reasons for hyper-autofluorescence at the junctional zone
surrounding geographic atrophy include RPE cell hypertrophy,
shedding of RPE cells into the subretinal space, phagocytosis of
melanin and cellular debris, or a combination of such processes.52 The
findings often correlate with alterations in the outer retinal layers on
OCT11,39,52 and imply a causal association between lipofuscin and
geographic atrophy progression.53

Some junctional patterns have been associated with increased
rate of progression.9,23,54 Schmitz-Valckenberg et al.23 observed a
positive correlation between the rate of geographic atrophy pro-
gression and the area of diffuse, hyper-fluorescence outside atro-
phic areas at baseline. Similarly, Holz et al.9 found progression of
geographic atrophy was slowest in eyes with no surrounding ab-
normal fundus autofluorescence pattern and consecutively greater
with different junctional patterns (focal followed by diffuse and
banded). Those authors9 described an additional diffuse fundus
autofluorescence pattern, termed ‘‘diffuse trickling’’ that included
‘‘speck-light, ramified, grainy, dusty and heterogeneous seeping’’
patterns, similar to that shown in Fig. 4B. In particular, atrophic
areas in that group of nine eyes also appeared more gray than dark
black.9 Fundus autofluorescence of atrophic areas in those eyes
showed significantly higher rates of enlargement (an 8-fold dif-
ference, median enlargement rate of 3.02 mm2/yr) compared to
eyes without fundus autofluorescence abnormalities in the junc-
tional zone (0.38 mm2/yr); eyes featuring the other diffuse types
had a median progression rate of 1.67 mm2/yr.9

Smith et al.4 described an evolutionary shift of lipofuscin-
associated increased fundus autofluorescence overlying drusen
to areas adjacent to drusen and geographic atrophy. The authors
interpreted these patterns as suggesting that progression of disease
may involve secondary dispersal and/or deposition of lipofuscin
around geographic atrophy.4 However, the rate of progression in
geographic atrophy (and associated visual morbidity) shows sig-
nificant inter-individual variation,22,23 and there is mounting evi-
dence that implicates non-focal hyper-autofluorescence (lipofuscin-
associated toxicity) in the junctional zone of geographic atrophy as
portending the development of new geographic atrophy.9,22,23,52,54

Neovascular AMD

Exudation in neovascular AMD results in the accumulation of
various sub- and intraretinal materials including serous fluid,
hemorrhage, lipid, and fibrovascular materials.55 Alterations in
fundus autofluorescence corresponding with areas of choroidal
neovascularization may be characterized by these inherent features
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as follows. Subretinal fluid corresponds with increased fundus autoflu-
orescence in approximately 56.5% of cases (Fig. 4C).12,29 Discifom
scarring consistently demonstrates uneven hypo-autofluorescence
of the lesion, surrounded by marked hyper-autofluorescence.12,29

Hemorrhages,29,56,57 exudate,57 and fibrovascular membranes30 are
also likely to cause hypo-autofluorescence patterns. RPE tears show
decreased fundus autofluorescence, indicating denuded RPE with
surrounding hyper-autofluorescent margins. The hypo-autofluorescent
areas may evolve after 3 months to hazy or speckled hyper-
autofluorescence in approximately 20% of cases.58 Unaffected
regions outside neovascular lesions are likely to display a typical
macular pattern of homogeneous fundus autofluorescence.59 In
untreated, early-stage subfoveal neovascular AMD, fundus auto-
fluorescence is often continuous at the macula (found in 54/79 eyes
studied10). A novel finding of subretinal material associated with
neovascular AMD, termed subretinal hyperreflective exudation, has
also been characterized as iso- or hypo-autofluorescent and appears
distinct from other subretinal materials such as hemorrhage.55

Using angiographic characterizations, classic choroidal neovas-
cularization often presents (in 79Y90% of cases) with corresponding
hypo-autofluorescence, which may be surrounded by a thin halo of
hyper-AF in 34 to 50% of cases.56,57,59 The halo or ring seen using
fundus autofluorescence imaging in classic choroidal neovascularization
likely relates to the hyperplastic proliferation of RPE cells around the
lesion56,57,59 or the presence of macrophages.57 In contrast, fundus
autofluorescence images of occult choroidal neovascularization
show irregular (both increased and decreased) fundus autofluores-
cence signal intensity, with multiple foci of hypo-autofluorescence
in at least 50% of cases57,59 and no identifiable junctional zone.56

These foci have been described as relating to small, heterogeneous
areas of RPE damage or loss.59 A mixed presentation (with diffuse
hypo-autofluorescent lesions surrounded by irregular, heteroge-
neous regions of autofluorescence) may also occur.56,57 Type 3
(retinal angiomatous proliferation) neovascularization in AMD
shows discrete, uniform hypo-autofluorescence coincident with the
lesion site, associated with masking by small retinal hemorrhages.48

FIGURE 5.
Case images from a series of patients where the application of fundus autofluorescence assisted in the differential diagnosis from AMD. A single case is
displayed across the row. AYD, Medium-sized full-thickness macular hole without vitreomacular traction and central hyper-autofluorescence due to
enhanced visibility of the RPE associated with the absence of overlying retinal tissue. EYH, Adult-onset vitelliform foveomacular dystrophy; the acquired
vitelliform lesions appear as discrete lesions of intense hyper-autofluorescence. IYL, Macular telangiectasia type 2 that displayed a subtle increase in FAF at
the temporal fovea. Abbreviations as in Fig. 1. IR, infrared reflectance image; OCT, optical coherence tomography.
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Eyes with neovascular AMD (regardless of subtypeVclassic or
occult) can also present with normal or near normal fundus au-
tofluorescence imaging results.4,59 Preservation of normal fundus
autofluorescence in neovascular AMD indicates that the RPE and
photoreceptor complex remain intact and may appear so for
several months after the onset of choroidal neovascularization.
Alternatively, fundus autofluorescence has also been described as a
noninvasive method of evaluating AMD-related RPE loss in eyes
with choroidal neovascularization, which often presents at the
macular center in initial stages and expands outward.51 This is in
contrast with geographic atrophy, which usually develops in an
extrafoveal location. Thus, fundus autofluorescence imaging may
be useful for monitoring and for determining which eyes are likely
to benefit from therapeutic intervention.10,57 In other cases, the
relatively large spans of hypo-autofluorescence seen in neovascular
AMD are related to a blockage of fundus autofluorescence (rather
than RPE damage) by subretinal fluid or the fibrovascular mem-
brane itself (blood or choroidal neovascularization).12,56,59 Fur-
thermore, the incidence of normal fundus autofluorescence patterns
(and rare observations of hyper-autofluorescence preceding cho-
roidal neovascularization) suggests that neovascular cases may not
involve abnormal accumulations of lipofuscin.4,40,59

Differential Diagnosis of AMD
Using Fundus Autofluorescence

Fundus autofluorescence imaging has been described in the
distinction of AMD from other macular conditions and dystro-
phies (Fig. 5) including lesions associated with more widespread
fundus changes (Fig. 6).

Macular Dystrophies

Late-onset macular dystrophies such as central areolar choroidal
dystrophy and Stargardt’s disease can be misdiagnosed as AMD
due to their overlapping presentation and low prevalence.60 In
addition, incomplete disease penetrance in central areolar cho-
roidal dystrophy means the autosomal dominant mode of in-
heritance may not be revealed in the patient’s family history.60,61

More specifically, the characteristic yellow fundus flecks of late
onset Stargardt’s disease/fundus flavimaculatus display intense
hyper-autofluorescence (Fig. 6AYC), which is greater than drusen
in AMD, more irregular in shape, and diffusely spread.62 Thirty-
seven percent of late-onset Stargardt’s disease cases also show
mottled hypo-autofluorescence at the macula.62 AMD-related
fundus autofluorescence patterns described as ‘‘speckled’’ and
‘‘fine granular with punctuated spots’’ closely resemble the fun-
dus autofluorescence pattern of Stargardt’s disease and may be
misdiagnosed.62

Central areolar choroidal dystrophy lesions, which can mimic
AMD-related geographic atrophy, generally demonstrate a
slower rate of enlargement (0.61 mm2 over 18 months compared
to 1.52 mm2 per year) on fundus autofluorescence imaging. Sim-
ilarly, drusen-like changes at the edge of central areolar choroidal
dystrophy lesions show intense hyper-autofluorescence, which is
atypical of drusen in AMD.61 Speckled patterns of hyper- and hypo-
autofluorescence described in both conditions can be distin-
guished using prevalence (85% of central areolar choroidal

dystrophy cases versus 5.6% of early AMD cases) and appearance:
relatively well demarcated, regular in shape (round or oval), and
centrally located in central areolar choroidal dystrophy compared
to AMD.60 A reticular hypo-autofluorescence pattern or reticular
pseudodrusen is associated with up to 93% of late AMD cases
with geographic atrophy44 and is not observed in central areolar
choroidal dystrophy.60

Other Macular Conditions

In a macular hole (Fig. 5AYD), increased fundus autofluores-
cence centrally is a common finding that has been attributed to
enhanced visibility of the RPE from lack of overlying neurosen-
sory retina.56 Central serous chorioretinopathy (Fig. 6DYF) in
fundus autofluorescence images is most easily distinguished from
AMD by atrophic gravitational tracks.47 Multimodal imaging of
malattia leventinese (autosomal dominant drusen; Fig. 6GYI)
reveals similar fundus autofluorescence characteristics of drusen in
AMD.63 Consequently, the differential diagnosis of malattia
leventinese presently relies on the earlier age at presentation (typi-
cally before the age of 50 years) and characteristic radial distribution
of drusen temporal to the macula. Acquired vitelliform lesions (Fig.
5EYH) exhibit intense hyper-autofluorescence, which is atypical of
AMD.55 In contrast, macular telangiectasia type 2 (Fig. 5IYL)
displays a more subtle increase in fundus autofluorescence at the
temporal fovea, related to a ‘‘depletion’’ of macular pigment.64

Thus, certain macular disorders (macular dystrophies, macular
hole, central serous chorioretinopathy, and acquired vitelliform le-
sions) may be more amenable to fundus autofluorescenceYassisted
differential diagnosis due to their consistent autofluorescence char-
acteristics. However, others such as malattia leventinese and retinitis
pigmentosa (Fig. 6JYL) may require more careful consideration of the
overall clinical picture. For more discourse relating to the differential
diagnosis of each entity from AMD, the reader is recommended to
reviews by Dosunmu and Bakri,65 and Saksens et al.66

CONCLUSIONS

The wide variation in fundus autofluorescence patterns in
AMD is consistent with the heterogeneity (clinical variability) of
the disease itself.12 Fundus autofluorescence imaging has the ca-
pacity to reveal RPE alterations in areas that appear normal on
funduscopy in early AMD and may have prognostic implications.
It also represents a reliable method for distinguishing reticular
pseudodrusen and can assist in the differential diagnosis of AMD
from other disorders.43

Furthermore, fundus autofluorescence offers significant utility
in the detection, evaluation, and monitoring of atrophic AMD.
This is particularly useful given that grading areas of geographic
atrophy using color fundus photography may be laborious and
difficult due to inter-individual variations in fundus pigmentation,
and the presence of small satellite lesions.35 Geographic atrophy
features highly variable, inter-individual rates of progression. Risk
for progression is presently evaluated by considering the baseline size
of the atrophic area and characteristics of the fellow eye (large drusen
and pigmentary changes). Consequently, if the prognostic value of
fundus autofluorescence imaging holds true, the technique may
hold a stronger54 and invaluable role in assessing increased risk of
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FIGURE 6.
Case series from patients that featured more extensive fundus changes involving the macula. A single case is displayed across the row. AYC, Fundus
flavimaculatus: the characteristic flecks displayed prominent hyper-autofluorescence. DYF, Central serous chorioretinopathy distinguished by the
typical appearance of a gravitational atrophic tract. GYI, Autosomal dominant drusen which appeared as discrete, radially distributed areas of hyper-
autofluorescence. JYL, Retinitis pigmentosa characterized by patchy hypofluorescence in the periphery and a hyper-autofluorescent ring at the fovea.
Abbreviations as in Fig. 1.
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incipient geographic atrophy in AMD.9 In neovascular AMD,
fundus autofluorescence imaging reveals distinct patterns of classic
choroidal neovascularization noninvasively and may be especially
useful for determining which eyes are likely to benefit from thera-
peutic intervention.25,58

In conclusion, research efforts dedicated to the evaluation of
fundus autofluorescence imaging in AMD are vast. Fundus au-
tofluorescence imaging represents a rapid, effective, noninvasive
imaging method that has significant applicability. Future efforts to
evaluate how well these tools are presently incorporated into
clinical practice are currently underway.
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